Mechanical Activation Drastically Accelerates Amide Bond Hydrolysis, Matching Enzyme Activity.
Amide bonds, which include peptide bonds connecting amino acids in proteins and polypeptides, give proteins and synthetic polyamides their enormous strength. Although proteins and polyamides sustain mechanical force in nature and technology, how forces affect amide and peptide bond stability is still unknown. Using single-molecule force spectroscopy, we discover that forces of only a few hundred pN accelerate amide hydrolysis 109 -fold, an acceleration hitherto only known from proteolytic enzymes. The drastic acceleration at low force precedes a moderate additional acceleration at nN forces. Quantum mechanochemical ab initio calculations explain these experimental results mechanistically and kinetically. Our findings reveal that, in contrast to previous belief, amide stability is strongly force dependent. These calculations provide a fundamental understanding of the role of mechanical activation in amide hydrolysis and point the way to potential applications from the recycling of macromolecular waste to the design of bioengineered proteolytic enzymes.